same time and the cameramen admitted on
JH Collectors Club Autumn 2009 ‐ 10th Anniversary

Dear Collector,
Welcome to our autumn newsletter. It is hard
to believe that we are approaching the end
of another year‐one that has been and
continues to be extremely busy for us.
Our new designs and
techniques, projects
with Asprey, The
British Museum,
Harrods and The
Corning Museum
have created
tremendous interest
and we extend a very
warm welcome to all
our new collectors. As
always, we have a few
updates for you including
details of our television
debut!

more than one occasion that they had never
done anything quite like this before!
At this point we have no idea in which of the
programmes we are featured or how long
our ‘clip’ is, but it was a privilege to be asked
and we thought you might like the
opportunity to watch the series. If we receive
any further details we will post this on our
website.

OPEN DAY‐ Weston Park 2009
Thank you to everyone who attended (a full
house as usual!) It is always a pleasure to see
so many familiar faces who support us year
after year and to also welcome new friends
into our happy ‘collectors family.’ Thank you
also for all your messages of thanks and how

THE GENIUS of DESIGN‐BBC 2
Series begins January 10th 2010
Earlier in the year we were approached by
‘Wall to Wall Productions’ who specialise in
producing
documentaries for
the BBC. This year
they have been filming a very interesting
series ‘The Genius of Design’ of which we
were asked to be a part! The series consists
of a series of documentaries and ‘Wall to
Wall’ have apparently travelled the world and
selected designer/makers with specialist skills
focusing on the concept of design and
production techniques used to achieve the
finished article. We were obviously delighted
to be chosen to contribute to the series and
the crew spent a day filming and interviewing
a few months ago. As you can probably
imagine it was a huge challenge to
accommodate a film crew and equipment
and make hot glass in our tiny studio all at the

much you enjoyed the day and of course the
pleasure you expressed regarding the new
designs and techniques. Our brand new ‘hot
off the iron’ cased gräal, created a great deal
of interest and I am not surprised, I would
have dearly liked to have kept them myself!

NEW CASED GRÄAL
Jonathan has been working with Katie and
Darren to perfect this highly skilled and very
volatile technique for some time prior to the
open day, but all our efforts were rewarded
when we revealed the first few trials at the
open day. Each piece was completely
individual with mesmerising 3D qualities.
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were commissioned to
commemorate the
exhibition. The striking
‘Feathered Serpent’ and
‘Tezcatlipoca‐Smoking
Mirror‐ The God of
Warriors & God of the
Night Sky designs, have
continued to create a
great deal of interest.
We were also invited to
attend an event at the museum for the
‘friends’ of the museum, which was a
fascinating evening, talking to members from
all areas of business and culture and who
were equally fascinated by our highly skilled
designs and techniques.

New silver cased gräal TRIALS – open day 2009

The internal cased carving encapsulates the
colour, trails, silver and gold leaf and the
design appears to
float in a balloon
of crystal clarity.
The stunning
results have a
magnified
jewel like
quality and I
guarantee as
other
collectors
found, you are
compelled to
study each piece
in depth to
appreciate the
intensity of their
beauty. We have
already had many requests from collectors
who were at the open day to know when
there will be any more of these pieces
available. Well, as always, we have to split our
time between making trials and your orders,
but we have managed to include one or two
trials for those of you looking for something
a little special! Please call 01952 246381 for
further details or purchases.

ASPREY‐
LONDON & NEW
YORK
In the summer
newsletter we
included details
regarding the
commission from
Asprey to produce
a limited edition of
just 10 intrinsic
cameo vases, based
on an underwater
aquatic theme,
featuring
‘seahorses.’ We are
pleased to say that
the first few
editions (numbers
1‐6) are now in
store and if you are in town and feeling
brave, do pop in and have a look (you could
also mention that you know the maker and
are a collector!)Due to many enquiries from
our members, Asprey have agreed to offer
you a 10% discount on these pieces. One of
the original trials is attached & one or two
others will be available from us in due course.
So, once again please ‘watch this space.’

MOCTEZUMA EXHIBITION – British
Museum 24th September
– 24th January 2010
This is the museums annual major exhibition
& you will probably be aware that there has
been a great deal of press coverage and also
a TV documentary made. In our previous
newsletter we sent details of our designs that
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complimented with millifleur & 24ct gold leaf.
Wonderfully elegant & available in the full
range of Wilderness shapes.

TH

20 CENTURY BRITISH GLASS by
Charles Hajdamach
This new publication is finally available & is
the most comprehensive book published to
date on 20th century British glass.
Covering everything from Art Nouveau & Art

Charles signing our copy of his book at the National Glass
Collectors fair 15th November 2009

Open Day cased 23ct gold gräal TRIAL

Deco, engraving, paperweights, cameo glass
(including us,) & major exhibitions such as
the Festival of Britain in 1951. Full of detailed
information & photographs to assist
collectors, this really is a wonderful
publication & a worth while addition to your
bookcase.

MERRY CHRISTMAS & HAPPY NEW YEAR
Thank you once again to all of you for
supporting us throughout another year & for
helping to keep British Art alive. We wish you
all a very merry Christmas & healthy &
prosperous New Year. You will, of course, be
hearing from us early in 2010 with our latest
news & projects, which are already looming
on the horizon!

SHOWROOM OPENING TIMES
As we are approaching winter, please bear in
mind that we are not open at the Coalport
Studio every day. Therefore, please call
before making a special journey (01952
246381.) However, we are open daily at Silver
Leaf Gallery, Trentham Gardens, where we
always try to have a good
selection of designs and
techniques available.

NEW ‘WILDERNESS
SAPPHIRE’
Our new autumn addition
to the studio collections is
Wilderness Sapphire. A
delightful shade of
sapphire blue

Two new olive green Intrinsic cameo TRIALS

Happy collecting.
With our very best wishes
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ONE OFF TRIALS AUTUMN 2009
Each TRIAL listed below is unique. If you would like further information or to make a
purchase, please telephone: 01952 246381 or email: jonathan@jhstudioglass.com
1. JAPANESE CARP. Reheat silver cameo, with olive green core, internal Eden floral
decoration, multi strap mix & 24 ct gold leaf. Design highlighted in silver leaf. 11.5 x
10.5cm high £545.
2. GRAAL TREESCAPE. Golden Gräal treescape chalice, with mountain blue core and gold
ruby enamel. Internal foliage ghost carving, trees carved through and highlighted with
multiple layers of 24ct gold leaf. 8.5 x 15.5cm high £585.
3. WREN. An exceptionally popular design with our bird lovers! Based on a gold ruby core
with internal Eden design and gold leaf. The Wrens and Chaffinch (on the other side) are
highlighted in silver and reheated to reveal a lovely tactile and translucent surface
quality. 17.5 cm high £625.
4. FLOWERS & FOLIAGE. Intrinsic carved extra large vase. Four colour casing comprising
tea, teal, gold ruby and indigo. Internally carved, exquisite detail with a ‘whimsical feel.’
Magnificent in any position with natural or artificial light. 17 x 34cm high £1800.
5. FOLIAGE & BUTTERFLY. Intrinsic carved rich olive green, gold ruby, indigo and topaz.
Highly detailed and layered foliage, leaves and butterfly adorn this beautiful example.
Natural light creates a magical gold and amber glow as though the suns rays is bursting
through the foliage and highlight the amazing detail. 13.5 x 14 cm high £795.
6. LEAF & FLOWER. Intrinsic carved open bowl with tea and indigo. The leaves gently flow
around this sweet little bowl, complimented with delicate flowers. 12 x 8cm high £350.
7. FLORAL & FORNA. Another stunning example of the intrinsic technique on a striking
apricot core with tea and subtle shades of olive green. The internal casing is further
complimented by a layer of iridescent colour that gleams in the light. 15.5 x 20.5 cm high
£850.
8. ORGANIC FLOWER GARDEN. Intrinsic carved cameo on a magnificent scale. Endless skill
and dexterity bring this example to life with highly detailed, flora, leaves, flowers,
trailing foliage and wispy tendrils. Rich warm gold amethyst, tea and indigo create the
enormous beauty of this vase. 19 x 27cm high £1650.
9. SEAHORSES ‐ NEW CASED SILVER GRAAL. The new Seahorse design commissioned by
Asprey, forms the decoration on the new cased gräal technique. Carved through silver
leaf on a base of hyacinth and mountain blue, the seahorse gently dip and turn,
enveloped in the heavy cased crystal form and the technique cleverly creates an internal
mirror image. 14 x 10 cm high £650.
10. THISTLE – NEW CASED SILVER GRAAL. Another new design, ‘Thistle’ which was very
popular at the open day and works well on this technique. Simple but elegant and
effective on a hyacinth and cobalt blue base. The heavy casing creates an amazing
reaction with the silver on these pieces, causing it to become more textural and glows
like ‘Quality Street’ foil paper! 8.5 x 13 cm high £465.
11. TREESCAPE. Silver reheat cameo on a gold ruby core with internal multi colour mix trails
and 24ct gold. The trees are highlighted in silver on this ever popular design. 10 x 17 cm
high £565.
12. STARFLOWER – New design of ‘Starflowers’ that entwines around the form. A lovely
warm amethyst core with Eden internal decoration millifleur and 24ct gold leaf. The
reheated technique returns translucency to the form emphasising the internal detail and
the flower petals are delicately shaded with lavender and opal. 8 x 16cm high £525.

13. PEONY. Reheat silver cameo Peony style design has always been a firm favourite. Gold
ruby Eden core form the back drop for the flowers, ferns and butterflies. The Peony
heads are delicately shaded with amethyst, rose and lavender. 8.5 x 17 cm £550.
14. IRIS ‐ NEW SILVER CASED GRAAL. Another lovely example of this technique. Ruby core
with silver Iris and butterflies shaded in mountain blue and lavender create this ‘jewel
like finish.’ 13cm high £545.
15. CLEMATIS. Silver cameo on an opal core with lavender, lapis, emerald trails & gold leaf.
The ever popular Clematis flower adorns this lovely vase with trailing foliage, starflower
and butterflies, shaded in indigo, aqua, rose and opal.12 x 17cm high £750.
16. JAPANESE CARP. A combination of two new Carp designs; weave their way around the
vase, on a gold ruby base with internal straps. The fish, waves and decoration are
shaded in cobalt, lavender & amethyst. 10 x 14 cm high £455.
17. CLEMATIS. Silver cameo. Another favourite with you all. A compact Clematis flower on a
warm hyacinth base with sapphire, rose, gold amethyst, lavender and opal flowers. 9 x
20.5 cm high £625.
18. ASPREY SEAHORSE TRIAL. The interest generated in this design has been phenomenal.
Seahorses have always fascinated Jonathan, so he was delighted to be asked to design
and produce this commission and with stunning results. Internally carved on gold
amethyst and indigo with exquisite detail. 12 x 16 cm high £885.
19. NEW ALLIUM. A simple and elegant design that suits the intrinsic technique beautifully.
Copper blue and indigo create a very 3D image for the Alliums and skeletal holly leaf. 14
x 20 cm high £750.
20. SILVER SALMON. Silver cameo chalice on silver aqua base with multi colour mix internal
trails and gold leaf. The fish weave their way amongst stylised, decorative weed and
aquatic plants. 8 x 17.5 cm £565.
21. HRH FISH. Another popular design featuring the fish designed and presented to HRH
The Prince of Wales during his visit to our studio. Reheated silver aqua core with Eden
internal decoration and multi surface enamel colours. 15.5cm high £475.
22. LEAF & FOLIAGE. Intrinsic cameo skeletal leaf and stylised dandelion heads. Elegant and
delicate in copper blue and indigo. 12 x 15cm high £650.
23. CRYSANTHEMUM. Designed initially to commemorate the late Queen Mothers 90th
birthday. Silver aqua core with lavender, indigo, mountain blue and opal Weiss. 19cm
high £645.
24. ART NOUVEAU MAIDEN. Due to popular demand we are pleased to offer this delightful
design. Although few and far between our maiden never fails to disappoint! On a silver
aqua core, shaped vase, she nestles amongst the ‘Garden of Eden’ surrounded by
detailed foliage, flora and wildlife. Emphasised shading with gold ruby, rose, indigo and
violet. 11 x 24 high £825.
25. IRIS. Silver cameo shaped vase with the Iris flower, and butterflies. Highlighted in silver
and gold amethyst, hyacinth and lavender. Internal strap decoration and gold leaf. 9 x
24cm high £675.
26. NEW STARFLOWER & FERNS. Cased silver gräal on silver aqua core with internal straps,
trails and gold leaf. Sparkling, ‘jewel’ like silver leaf flowers, fern and butterflies,
encased within the form. 8.5cm x 14cm high £585.
27. IRIS FLOWER. Unusual opal core chalice with aqua, lapis, emerald vertical trails,
spangled with 24ct gold. The Iris flowers and foliage are carved through silver leaf and
delicately shaded with, lavender, rose and opal white. 9.5 x 21cm high £650.
28. WREN. A real gem of a piece. Exquisitely carved detail on a silver aqua base with internal
trails and gold leaf. The birds nestle amongst the undergrowth, typical with the English
country garden and flutter contentedly from stalk to stalk! 11 x 10.5 cm high £555.

